EFEKTIVITAS PROSES MEMUAT CURAH BATU BARA DI KAPAL MV. ENERGY MIDAS by ELFAN, ARYO SAMBODO
  
SYM-067-2 (0/2010. 7.15)                                 KARYA SUMBER ENERGY  
PROTEST FOR LOADING/DISCHARGING Q'TY  
 
 
 
VESSEL :      MV.ENERGY MIDAS                                     PORT : SAMARINDA-INDONESIA 
VOY. NO: 020L-KSE                                                            DATE : OCTOBER 17
th
 2015 
CARGO : COAL IN BULK 
 
TO TIME CHARTERERS_____________ C/O  PT. KAYAN PUTRA UTAMA COAL. 
,AS TIME CHARTERER'S AGENTS  
 
 
 
I, CAPT._RATMADIDJAJA_, MASTER OF M/V__ENERGY MIDAS____" HERE BY CONFIRM 
FOLLOWING AND FILE MY PROTEST FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.  
 
M/V"_ ENERGY MIDAS_", UNDER MY COMMAND, COMPLETED LOADING /DISCHARGING  
AT_____21.00HRS ON_17/OCT/2015__ AT PORT OF ___SAMARINDA___, AND LOADED /DISCHARGED 
CARGO TONNAGE IS ___75,900_M/T BY SHIP'S COUNT,  THIS QUANTITY IS __200 M/T LESS THAN 
B/L QUANTITY. 
 
IN VIEW OF ABOVE AND FAILING TO MAKE APPROPRIATE REMARKS ON M/R, B/L  
ACCORDINGLY, DUE TO THE OBJECTION BY___C/O____,  
 
I HEREBY HOLD MYSELF/ DISPONENT OWNERS/ OWNERS OF VESSEL NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY 
RESULTS TO BE INCURRED BY ABOVE DISCREPANCY IN ANY CIRCUMSTANCE.  
 
 
 
 
_____________________________________                _____(CAPT.RATMADIDJAJA)____  
ACKNOWLEDGED BY                                         MASTER OF M/V___ENERGY MIDAS___ 
NAME :  RICKY RICARDO                                                    
TITLE :  AGENT 
 
 
